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Engaging Virtual Meeting Attendees

Chat Log

August 28, 2020
How to rename yourself:

1. Place your mouse over your image in the top-right corner. You should see a button to invite yourself and then three dots...
2. Click on the (...) menu button.
3. Then choose the option to rename yourself.

Add your name and then other things you think are important such as pronouns. You might also want to add your region.

For example:

Juan Vasquez — Miami, FL

Make sure you have some paper and a pen.

Fold and label your paper.
- How to improve virtual meetings?
- What will our local/national meetings be like in the future?
- Takeaways (things I learned/remembered)
- My questions

Quick Intros:

Who are you, your organization, and a little something about your hometown?

1 minute per person, then switch.

Listen to your partner.

From Margarita Levy to everyone:
West Hartford CT

From Lee Gimpel — Better Meetings — DC to everyone:

What/where/when/why/expert

9:00-11:30

Stay present.
- Eat and drink as you wish
- Keep your camera on (unless it should be off.)
- Break around 10:30

To everyone:

Introduce yourself via chat.

Wait to be invited.

Name, your organization, and role. Plus, anything else you want to share, but think about sharing two favorite things — any two things!

I'm Lee Gimpel, the founder of Better Meetings (www.bettermeetings.expert) in Washington, DC. I help make meetings and conferences more dynamic and effective. I never say no to chocolate. I miss my nephews in Montana.

Don't hit enter yet...}

From Christy Auld to everyone:

Christy Auld, with the Greater Chattanooga REALTORS® and I am the Commercial Services and Governmental Affairs Director. Two of my favorite things are the Caribbean and rum!

From Shelly Sharan to everyone:

Shelly Sharan, Portland Metropolitan Association of REALTORS® Communications Specialist. I love cats and paddle boarding!

From Kendra Yeh to everyone:

I'm Kendra Yeh. I am the Executive Director of the Commercial Association of REALTORS® New Mexico and have been for the last 12 years. I love to play card/games. I love being a Nonna to an 11 year old, 9 year old, and two month old. Just wish they lived nearby.

From Wink Edy to everyone:

Wink Edy makes a Bone's Association of REALTORS® in Raleigh, NC. This is a resort town with lots of visitors and we have more homes UC than ever before.

From Stanley Jendziel to everyone:

Hi, I'm Stanley from Hinsdale County Board of REALTORS® Hinsdale, IL. I love being from a small rural county and a Board that is small enough for everyone to know everyone else. Everyone is personal here and I'm the "go to" for everything since I am the only employee.

From Jennifer Yanch to everyone:

I am Jennifer Yanch from Midland Board of REALTORS® in the middle of Michigan. Love the different seasons that Michigan has to offer and enjoy being outdoors as much as possible.

From Lisa Schiebele to everyone:

I'm Jean Schiebele, I am the Event and Education Coordinator for the REALTORS® Association of Southeastern MA (RASEM). I am from Mattapoisett, MA located on Buzzards Bay. I love to sail and have 2 teenagers in high school.

From Gail Halkin to everyone:

Gail Halkin from the Dearborn Area Board of REALTORS® in the Detroit Metro Area. I love in person meetups!!!

From Kate Skelley to everyone:

Hi! I'm Kate Skelley, the CEO at the Memphis Area AOR. I love Memphis and our amazing members! Crazy about blues and the Memphis Grizzlies!

From Erica Curry to everyone:

Erica Curry, Oregon Association of REALTORS® Education Director. My dogs and adventuring throughout the beautiful state of Oregon.

From Kyle Ladd to everyone:

Kyle Ladd / London NKI, AEC/Engagement Team Outside DC in No Virginia

I love summer, warm weather and sunshine (and my dogs and family too!) not necessarily in that order!

From The Cities to everyone:

I'm Tina Gomes, CEO of the Rhode Island Association of REALTORS® and the Southern Oregon MLS in Medford, Oregon. I love gardening and singing (sometimes at the same time). My happy place is a cabin in the mountains.

From Bernadette Braun to everyone:

Bernadette Braun, CMM, MRI from New Haven Middlesex REALTORS® in CT is 6000 members. I love the beach and all things BBQ - especially BBQ Springfield. And of course, New Haven area. B&W is tomatoes just hit in the next town over, last night in my hometown of Hamden.

From May Exposed to everyone:

Hi, she is Mary Exposed with Pearl River County Board of REALTORS® in South Mississippi. I love old movies, good food, and evenings with friends! It is easy to get to the beach from here too.

From Angela Oakes to everyone:

Hi everyone. I am Angela Oakes. I work for the Ann Arbor Area Board of REALTORS® in Ann Arbor, MI. I work in Education, Governmental Affairs, and Events. I love my family and my dog, Gus (a daschund/kit terrier).

From Jim Nail to everyone:

Hi everyone. I am Jim Nail, CEO at Virginia Peninsula REALTORS® in southeastern Virginia. I love running and US Masters Swimming. Just reached 500 miles swimming so far this year.

From Craig Daniels to everyone:

Hi everyone. I am Craig Daniels. I work for CORE Association of REALTORS® in New Jersey. Sunt Barts is my favorite place in the world and my 2 dogs are my favorite "people."

From Kelly Trueman to everyone:

Hi everyone. I am Kelly Trueman. I work for CORE Association of REALTORS® in New Jersey. Sunt Barts is my favorite place in the world and my 2 dogs are my favorite "people."

From Tommy ViCione, Director of Marketing for Ventura County Coastal Association of REALTOR®

My function is anything that is communicated to our members. I love making music and watching a sunset.

From Wendy Draper to everyone:

My name is Wendy Draper, I am the President of REALTORS® of the Hills Area REALTORS®. I love working with REALTORS® and government. I have a 13 year old daughter.

From Ed Poyda to everyone:

Hi everyone. I am Ed Poyda. I am the AE at a small association in rural Illinois. I miss my 3 grandkids in California and enjoy biking and hiking.

From Bobbi Johnson to everyone:

Hi everyone. I am Bobbi Johnson. I am the AE at a small association in rural Illinois. I miss my 3 grandkids in California and enjoy biking and hiking.

From Donna Stone to everyone:

I'm Donna Stone, the AE for the Jefferson City Area Board of REALTORS®. My favorite thing is my grandson Jude. And I love my boxer, Lola... and maybe my husband, Eric, too. LOL.
From Sheila Runyon to Everyone:
Sheila Runyon, REALTORS® of South Central Kansas, Wichita, KS 2 favorite things - family and vacations to fun locations.
12:23 PM

From Dave Mislow to Everyone:
I'm Dave Mislow, the sec leader (AE) at South Central Board of Realtors in Brenham, TX (Bell County) . I love books and oh my coffee and craft beers.
12:23 PM

From Russell Holcomb to Everyone:
Russell Holcomb, CEO, Seattle King County REALTORS®. I love getting out and doing new things, which is new to me and my wife. I enjoy spending time with our kids, watching football, and cooking.
12:23 PM

From Sandy Donaldson to Everyone:
Hi everyone. My name is Sandy Donaldson and I'm a realtor at beautiful Costalmar Mortgage.  I love to travel and spend time with my family and friends. I also love to eat!  See you on Tuesday!
12:23 PM

From Melissa Wilkens to Everyone:
Hello! My name is Melissa Wilkens. I work for the Alabama Association of REALTORS® as Engagement Manager. We are located in Montgomery, Alabama. I enjoy coffee and collecting coffee mugs. Let's have coffee some time!
12:23 PM

From Dana Gurney to Everyone:
I'm Dana Gurney. I am the Co-Chair of the Event Planning & Marketing Committee for Illinois REALTORS® headquartered in Springfield, IL. I assist with the planning and execution of all association events. I love everything health and fitness and I love watching my kids play sports and activities they love.
12:23 PM

From Tony Hassert to Everyone:
I am Tony Hassert, CEO of the North Bay Association of REALTORS® in beautiful wine country in Northern California. I love wine, exercise, and lifting for babies. Thankful the fires are under control.
12:23 PM

From Cher Bledsoe to Everyone:
I am Cher Bledsoe. A Los Angeles REALTOR® Association, 500 Members. I live in La Crosse WI. Our city is surrounded by buffalo and the Mississippi. I love to travel especially NYC and St. Louis.
12:23 PM

From Amy Allis to Everyone:
My name is Amy Allis. I am the Association Executive for Central Texas Commercial Association of REALTORS®. I keep things running for our board and members so they see value. I have 4 rescue dogs and enjoy a glass of wine (or two).
12:23 PM

From Margarette Perry to Everyone:
Margarette Perry, Arizona Association of REALTORS®, Event Planner. I love the ocean & playing at tennis. I really miss getting on a plane.
12:23 PM

From Mike Peebler to Everyone:
Vice President, Executive Officer for the Ocean City Board of REALTORS®, New Jersey two favorite things - the Jersey shore and seafood!
12:23 PM

From Rita Miller to Everyone:
Rita Miller, Williamson VA Association of REALTORS®. I am a great auctioneer, esp mountains - and goldendoodle.
12:23 PM

From Mark Geiser to Everyone:
Mark Geiser, President of REALTOR® Association of Midland, TX. I am a professional at Communications, Sports Fan, Soccer Coach, lover of desserts.
12:23 PM

From Beth Henson to Everyone:
I am Beth Henson, the state AS from Jackson, Mississippi. I love spending time with my two sons who live out of state, and MSU Bulldog sports.
12:23 PM

From Cathy Libby to Everyone:
I am Cathy Libby, CEO of Maine Listings (mainelistings.com). We are a statewide MLS and a wholly owned subsidiary of the Maine Association of REALTORS®. I love being a new grandmother and I love a good chocolate chip cookie!
12:23 PM

From Tommy Lapointe to Everyone:
Hi! I am Tommy Lapointe AE from Augusta, ME. Small association of about 500 members. I've been in this position for about 20 years and have always had a home office. I love the flexibility of this job. I love the ocean and beaches. I miss my new niece in Kansas.
12:23 PM

From Rick Knochel to Everyone:
Hi! I am Rick Knochel, CEO, SC REALTORS®. I will beat you on the tennis court.
12:23 PM

From Jeff Back to Everyone:
Jeff Back, AE Hilton Head Area REALTORS®. I love the beach and my backyard.
12:23 PM

From Kevin Lynskey to Everyone:
Kevin Lynskey, CEO for Realtors of Central Colorado (Salida/Poncha Springs/CO). The average elevation of the association, ROCO, is 7000 feet. I love cooking (and eating) and writing (including poetry). I’m working on a book on how chickens are making us healthy!
12:23 PM

From Tony Kostik to Everyone:
Tony Kostik, Staff at Wisconsin REALTORS® Association. Quilting is my hobby and creative outlet. I like working from home! An introverted extrovert.
12:23 PM

From Kristie Smith to Everyone:
I am Kristie Smiths, Association Executive from the Anchorage Board of REALTORS® in Anchorage Alaska! I love my grand Mason and I love fishing in the ocean! It’s early here!
12:23 PM

From Mary Balsley to Everyone:
Good afternoon. My name is Mary Balsley and I am the Assoc. Exec. for a small board in upstate NY. I would like to do a lot more for my board but I am one employee. Tomorrow is my 13 year anniversary here and I love living in the country.
12:23 PM

From Jane MacDonald to Everyone:
Jane MacDonald from Green Valley/Sandia Area in lovely Southern Arizona. I love the desert (breathe, not desert) and Margaritas are the drink of choice. The sunsets and rainbows are the best in my area of the country.
12:23 PM

From Dawn Nester to Everyone:
Hi! I am Dawn Nester from the Central South Dakota Board of REALTORS located in Pierre, SD. I have been the ED for 12 years. I love Blunt, population 350 and love the peace and quiet. We are expecting our first grandchild at the end of November.
12:23 PM

From Mary Lott to Everyone:
Mary Lott - REALTORS® MLS in Greenwich, CT. Two things I love - Guacamole and the outdoors.
12:23 PM

From Lance Aiton to Everyone:
I am Lance Aiton. AE at the Northern Virginia Association of REALTORS® in beautiful C Kathy, Wyoming. It’s hard to stop at only 2 favorite things, but I guess I would have to say the mountains and incredible wildlife we have here!
12:23 PM

From Karen Cape to Everyone:
My name is Karen Cape with Range Association of REALTORS® in Minnesota. I am looking forward to fall.
12:23 PM

From Caren Hicke to Everyone:
Hello Friends! I am Caren Hicke with SIWAI in Allentown, VA. I am so glad it’s Friday! Just recently bought a new camper (and I have my ePRO designation, huh?) and I am ready to hit the road!
12:23 PM

From Brett Foreman to Everyone:
I am Brett Foreman, the ED of Professional Development at the Arizona Association of REALTORS®. I help our members be successful through access to education, training, skill building and managing risk. My two favorite things are my two grandparents and family vacations to the beach.
12:23 PM

From Megan Manzel to Everyone:
My name is Megan Manzel. I am the ED & Events Specialist for the Portland Metropolitan Association of REALTORS® in Oregon. I enjoy planning events and classes because it keeps me on my toes and is always something different. I love cats and crochet!
12:23 PM

From Michelle Wilkins to Everyone:
I am Michelle Babbitt, Membership and Education Director for Hilton Head Area REALTORS®. I have been in the real estate industry since the early 2000’s and have been in my position for 8 years. I love my daughter, the beach and Bon Jovi.
12:23 PM

From Judy Fein to Everyone:
Lynne Fein, Meeting & Event Manager for Illinois REALTORS®. Have two things… family & friends (chosen family)! I really miss live events!
12:23 PM

From Beth Davis to Everyone:
Good morning! My name is Beth Davis, CEO with Trinity City Aton of REALTORS®. My two favorite things are family and exercise.
12:23 PM

From Wes Faco to Everyone:
Hi! I am Wes Faco, CEO of Washington Realtors. My yellow Labrador puppy is licking my feet. I am about to leave for a 5-day backpack in the Olympic Mountains.
12:23 PM

From Lisa Armstrong to Everyone:
Lisa Armstrong (pronouns: she/her) is the CEO for the Lehigh Area Association of REALTORS® in Macungie, PA. I love my grandbabies, chocolate and Chick Fil A.
12:23 PM

From Jeff Fredrick to Everyone:
Jeff Fredrick, CEO of the Wisconsin REALTORS® Association, Lincoln, NE (Capital). Love my wife Stephanie and family, KC Chiefs football, landscaping, puzzles, and doing good things with good people. #OnGoodThings #GodIsGood
12:23 PM

From Brenda Stiel to Everyone:
Brenda Stiel - Midwestern Ohio REALTORS®. I love Long Island Ice Tea and the beach...which we don't have in Ohio!
12:23 PM

From Cindy Kirps to Everyone:
I am Cindy Kirps, Bakersfield Association of REALTORS®, Bakersfield, CA. I am the Education and Professional Development Manager. I love cooking and spending time with family.
12:23 PM

From Mary Saalfield to Everyone:
I am Mary Saalfield. I am a medium sized association in Northwest Washington. We are a more rural area and enjoy mild winters and summers. My husband and I have several custom cats and become orphaned cats and grandkids my life is full!
12:23 PM

From Heather Vondiek to Everyone:
I am Heather von Klok. I am the marketing and communications director for 3 associations in Washington state. I accidentally sent my breakout cheat to everyone in the meeting whoops! I love dogs and dark beer :) .
12:23 PM

From Kimberly Ruzek to Everyone:
Kimberly Ruzek, Professional Development Coordinator for the AZ REALTORS® Association, I assist with continuing education opportunities for REALTORS. I love my cats and never turn down a great bottle of wine!
12:23 PM

From Bill Hekker to Everyone:
Hi - I am Bill Hekker with the ND REALTORS® in Bismarck ND. I am ready to do some travel again personally and for work to see my counterparts from around the US.
12:23 PM

From Lisa Armstrong to Me: (Privately):
Hi Carie - I hope you'll volunteer! Miss you
12:23 PM

From Mary Kirps to Everyone:
Hi! I enjoyed a little late. Mary T. Burke, Columbua County Board of REALTORS®. I LOVE THE REALTOR Family and looking forward to this session!
From "Hani Abilera - tech support to everyone:
Question for discussions: "HOW CAN WE IMPROVE ONLINE MEETINGS?"
From "Lisa Wicker to everyone:
Go into your classroom and project your meeting on a large screen or TV so people are real size :)"
From "Osama Ziebaa to everyone:
More interaction"
From "Crystal Berger to everyone:
Engaging with Polls or Short Videos"
From "Nick Kennedy to everyone:
Make sure everyone understands how to use zoom or whatever software you're using"
From "Howard Berger to everyone:
Get everyone to turn on their video. Getting everyone to follow appropriate protocol — no eating, more when not talking, etc.
From "Jeff Help to everyone:
Workgroup and participation by asking for engaged from audience, with back and forth questions and surveys throughout.
From "Carrie Holt to me:
(Please ignore)
look into the camera
From "Lisa Bailey to everyone:
Use games to get people to interact"
From "Nick Kennedy to everyone:
Understanding the importance of lighting and good sound"
From "Carrie Holt to everyone:
look into the camera
From "Beth Haven to everyone:
Name a context — have everyone vote on the best mask or something"
From "Amy Ables to everyone:
Calling on specific people during meetings to ask them to provide input. Some people are quiet and don't want to talk, others
From "Stacy Smith to everyone:
Keep meetings smaller to facilitate better interactions. Incorporate some kind of game activity to get the juices flowing."
From "Shelby Carson to everyone:
I cannot change my name."
From "Tara House to everyone:
We are not able to change our names"
From "Crystal Berger to everyone:
the option is not there to rename"
From "Heather K. to everyone:
me neither"
From "Carrie Holt to me:
(Please ignore)
Sorry, I meant that last comment to everyone for the discussion."
From "Kimberly frozen to everyone:
Not able to rename"
From "Lindsey F to everyone:
name changing is not allowed"
From "Ella Curry to everyone:
Hi, I don't have that option available"
From "Howard Berger to everyone:
We are not able to change our names"
From "Rita Miller to everyone:
I don't have that option either"
From "Kimberly frozen to everyone:
no rename option"
From "Mary Balk to everyone:
no allowed, option not available"
From "Tanya Walliser to everyone:
For security, the rename function has been removed"
From "Mary Balk to everyone:
same here, no name change option"
From "Crystal Berger to everyone:
I'm showing up with a different name"
From "Tara House to everyone:
Host has to enable the name change"
From "Shelby Carson to everyone:
I don't have a name change option."
From "Bobbie Jordan to everyone:
It's working now. Changed name"
From "Jim Waked to everyone:
Always have a separate room moderator to manage the meeting attendees needs."
From "Mary Balk to everyone:
change name to what?"
From "Shelley Smith - Green Love to everyone:
Like names and polls to get people involved and excited. Limit number of participants."
From "Tara House:
Maps/Geneva/Midwest in CA to everyone:
Engage - use text meetings, polls, breakout rooms. Educate - give valuable information, find out what they want to learn"
From "Mary Kopp to everyone:
discussed using ideas for introductions, bring outsiders speakers, raffles with winners to be announced at end, being more interactive"
From "Beth Haven - Jackson, Mississippi to everyone:
Our two ideas - we love Laci's flashcards and think we could use those for a game. We pictionary. And then Door Prizes - gift card giveaways!"
From "Kerin Joyes, located at 7:00 from Lethbridge to everyone:
Tips needed for interesting and engaging. Interaction is important. Have an assistant, get to the point"
From "Jayden - Springfield, IL to everyone:
Setting Expectations for Participants - preparation of speakers AND attendees
Designate one person for specific jobs & make sure they are well trained - screen sharing, polls, secretariat, etc"
From "Beth Haven - Jackson, Mississippi to everyone:
It has to be interactive - separate person monitoring chat and running meeting controls from the person speaking, use breakout rooms. Strongly encourage participants to use video."
From "Beth Haven - Jackson, Mississippi to everyone:
If you're reading from a script, there is a teleprompter that attaches to the top of your laptop, just above your camera."
From: Mary Ciss to Everyone
start off with quick icebreaker, giveaway, give everyone chance to participate

From: Heather V. to Everyone

From: Tommy (Tom) -- California to Everyone
Manholes or hot wheel cars?

From: Erna Curry (Erna) -- Oregon Association of REALTORS® to Everyone
We used a Google Doc to make a timeline agenda and linked out to a Google Doc that was pre-formatted to be a brainstorming document.

From: Sara Hauen -- Boise to Everyone
Participant expectations ahead of time. Make meetings interactive with a coffee break/ice breaker polling game. The first person to answer gets a team store gift.

From: Katie Shoats -- MEM to Everyone
Erica, that's an AWESOME idea!

From: Heather V. to Everyone
that's a great idea, Erica!

From: Cat Scaglione to Everyone
Our New Member Orientation meetings we send out the power point first then make it a competition. I share the Power point then ask questions and at the end the two people who answer the most questions win an amazon gift card. I have a board member tag team with me for the presental. 1/2 hour meeting and they all stay engaged. No EATING on Camera.

From: Erna Curry (Erna) -- Oregon Association of REALTORS® to Everyone
Thanks, Heather and Katie!

From: Katie Shoats -- Anchorage Alaska to Everyone
We talked about more networking with our members and affiliates. We are going to try to do affiliate speed networking, similar to speed dating, using breakout rooms for the date. We need to learn how to use breakout rooms. Also virtual games?

From: Mary Shoats -- to Everyone
Will we be able to save the chat? There is valuable information here.

From: Lee Sipe -- Better Meetings -- DC to Everyone
-----------------------------------------------
5-MINUTE BREAK

Find something to share with the group 📝

Questions? https://forms.gle/V33SrD7QgoQgkE9

Free workshops:

-----------------------------------------------
From: Jeff fields -- #2000friends to Everyone
Our group - Rail Gothic - Golf Olmsted will link to Nebor REALTORS -- engage audience with questions and polling to report on in chat, sharing info in chat always meeting organizer to gather lots of data to compile later, use breakout rooms to enhance, share, and log.

From: Yelena London -- NAR to Everyone
Don't log out. Just mute your audio/video plz.

From: Cat Scaglione to Everyone
Presenter need to keep more comfortable with breakout rooms, breaks, sharing presentations. Always could use more tips to feel confident as the presenter.

From: Beth Nexus -- Jacksonville, Mississippi to Everyone
You can click on 'Me at the bottom of the chat and save the chat to your laptop

From: Tracy Trail to Everyone
It will not allow paste.

From: Shirley Smith-Owen Lox to Everyone
I've not been able to cut and paste.

From: Cara Hilt -- SWGLF Angleton, TX to Everyone
I've not been able to copy and paste.

From: Lee Sipe -- Better Meetings -- DC to Everyone
-----------------------------------------------
5-MINUTE BREAK

Find something to share with the group 📝

Questions? https://forms.gle/V33SrD7QgoQgkE9

Free workshops:

-----------------------------------------------
From: Cara Hilt -- SWGLF Angleton, TX to Everyone
I love a beagle baby!

From: Heather V. to Everyone
cutehounds

From: Bobbi Jordan -- Lehigh to Everyone
Harley

From: Bob Miller -- Willsboro, NY to Everyone
So sweet!

From: Bola Obasanya -- Huntington to Everyone
ADORABLE

From: Lisa Amydon-Wolfram -- To to Everyone
Love your Beagle Kalee

From: Mary Shoats -- to Everyone
Golden's are my favorite! My last one was Dudley, I've also had Levi. My next will be Sebastian!

From: Yelena London -- NAR to Everyone
Love the "share" feature. So good to hear from all of you!

From: Katie Shoats -- MEM to Everyone
[Privately]
Thanks Carrie! I love Beagles. Just had to wipe the slobber off my keyboard. :)  

From:大专学生 J.K. -- Paws South Dakota to Everyone
the one day when my cat isn't fighting for my computer camera during a zoom meeting 💤

From: Kari Shaats -- MEM to Everyone
[Privately]
You're so welcome! I believe I have a beagle who I so precious!

From: Katie Shoats -- MEM to Everyone
[Privately]
They are the best!

From: Diane Whitesbr -- tech support to Everyone
-----------------------------------------------
What are your feelings about future meetings? For your own organization locally or for our national gatherings... Virtual, live, hybrid?

3 round:
• Share for 1 minute each
• 5 minute of open talk
• Final thought: 1 minute each
From: Lee Grody - Better Meetings - DC to Everyone

FUTURE MEETINGS!

From: East Street MTA to Everyone

Hybrid. Can't replace a hug and a handshake, but virtual meetings allow for members and people who couldn't normally attend to do so.

From: Margaret Riley - Event Planner - Arizona to Everyone

Virtual is here to stay in some way. Eventually hybrid will have to be an option.

From: Sue Bogart - Celebrate! to Everyone

Our take away was that we would like Raven's crystal ball when he's done with it ...

From: John Mihal to Everyone

Need for Toolkit for AEs to host Hybrid Meetings and Technology Needs –

From: Bob Trader, EO PMA South Dakota to Everyone

yes tool kit for hybrid meetings please and thank you!

From: Lynda - Texas REALTOR® to Everyone

We are all husting online meeting/events: hybrid meetings will not go away, likely will be a hybrid. Good idea: same event, a "roadshow" that attracts smaller groups throughout the state.

From: Lisa Andrews-McIntyre, NR to Everyone

Hybrid

From: Sue Waterhouse, Stone, VT to Everyone

We had a lively conversation regarding virtual and how convenient, time saving and money saving an opportunity opens up for folks who couldn't normally attend. Looking to future thinking that a hybrid would work keeping the advantages of virtual but also keeping the opportunities of people gathering and exchanging information.

From: Jennifer Schmitt - Midland, MI to Everyone

hybrid

From: Stu Wexler to Everyone

Publishing’s Clearinghouse Style Award Presentations instead of a function

From: Dp Halsey-Lincoln, NE to Everyone

Our Team Shirley, Heather, and Jeff

    o offer both to be versatile
    o step in more engagement (Think introverts and extroverts and utilizing both)
    o generational preferences
    o efficiencies with virtual (get more done)
    o virtual opens the doors to a variety of speakers since they don't have to travel
    o offer variety in programming
    o with limited budgets for travel, virtual allows ability for more to be involved

From: Ann Schneider - Massachusetts to Everyone

how can we scale this? lots of great info

From: The Interview to Everyone

Thank you Lee and Bheema, Great meeting!

From: Heath F - to Everyone

Thank you! Tons of great ideas!

From: Bob Miller - Williamsburg, VA to Everyone

Thank you!

From: Beldon Montana to Everyone

Thank you for an engaging event/meeting

From: Ann Wexler to Everyone

Awesome Session thank you,

From: Shirley Smith - Ocean Love to Everyone

Lots of good information here

From: Angela O'Melveny - Ann Arbor, MI to Everyone

Great meeting, thank you! Would love access to the chat info if possible.

From: Shirley Durfee - Portland, OR to Everyone

Interaction is key!

From: Chie Okada, La Crosae, W to Everyone

Thank you. Great session

From: Ann Schneider - Massachusetts to Everyone

Can the Host save the chat and email it out to everyone?

From: Jame McDonald, SCC to Everyone

Association Hybrid: State Hybrid: NAR: Some live and a lot virtual. Chance for more speakers, helps budgets, offer all meetings to all both virtual and live was a suggestion.

From: Sandy D - Collaborate, MI to Everyone

Love the break out rooms. I've not tried that in our prior Association meetings but they are very informative & engaging

From: Kyle Thomas - NAR to Everyone

I'll check to see what is possible on the chat, since we have not recorded, not sure what is possible.

From: Bob Hensley to Everyone

Yes, please send us a copy of the chat.

From: MM to Everyone

Virtual meetings are working well and hybrid meetings will be the future

From: Kate Shays MTA to Everyone

Loved that I have a full page of notes. I love the simple things: Lee did to humanize and make this fun instead of us just "watching TV." as I call it!

From: BMC to Everyone

https://nreргІ.ріngs.com/ for dinner prices and engagement for meetings

From: Dave Taylor EO Penn South Dakota to Everyone

thinking of what ideas I can incorporate into our general membership meeting. we are holding this meeting with option of in person or zoom attendance. thank you!

From: Heather L to Everyone

totally doing a scavenger hunt and breakout room been quiet

From: Mary Knap to Everyone

you would love copy of the chat

From: Stu Halsey-Lincoln, NE to Everyone

lots of value in the chat and the engaging workshop approach with breakouts have been refreshing

From: Russel Holsen to Everyone

Agree with Heather V.

From: Stu Waterhouse, Stone, VT to Everyone

Some great ideas came from the break out rooms and small group interactions. Great opportunity to interact with people from all over the country.

From: Lisa Andrews-McIntyre, NR to Everyone

yes there is a setting
From Grant Lyons: Located at 7AM; explanation to everyone.
Being nimble, and flexible will be key. Be ready for any type of meeting, especially to provide options.
From "Lee Grampal - Better Meetings - DC to Everyone"
-----------------------------------------------
What are you taking from today?

-----------------------------------------------
\( \$ \) www.bettermeetingsexpert.com

Leave a rating:
https://page.bettermeetingsexpert.com

Questions?
https://forms.gle/9e22HDTQsQvQ4KQ

Free workshops:

-----------------------------------------------
From Ian White to Everyone:
No Meetings for 2021 - AE runs everything :) 01:29 PM
From Mary Keppler to Everyone:
Jim wetzel hahahaha
01:29 PM
From Willy Kelly, CEO Outer Banks, NC, to Everyone:
The Zoom meeting took my list as far as information ideas/engagement/networking. THANK YOU!
01:29 PM
From Angela Burnes to Everyone:
I was able to save them. Click on the 3 dots in the chat next to file and did save. Opens in a note style document.
01:30 PM
From Gayle Pyszka to Everyone:
Great session!!!
01:30 PM
From Mary Baker to Everyone:
Top takeaways I will use later today while I meet my upcoming session presenter are preparation, activities, technology prep, looking into the camera... Lots of practical tips that I am grateful to use. Also loved sharing pets and objects. :) Loved seeing peers!
01:30 PM
From Joan Schneider - Massachusetts to Everyone:
Thank you for a great meeting!
01:31 PM
From Tammy Lapareto Everyone:
Great session! Thank you!
01:31 PM
From Kyle London - NAA to Everyone:
Thanks all!!!
01:31 PM
From Heather K to Everyone:
thank you!
01:31 PM
From Jon Weber to Everyone:
Have a great rest of the day!